
JAWBONE INTRODUCES MINI JAMBOX 
	  

Jawbone’s Best-Selling Wireless Speaker Gets Pocketable, Brings All Your Mobile Audio to Life 

	  
SAN FRANCISCO – Sept. 4, 2013 –	  Jawbone®, a leader and innovator in smart audio devices and 

wearable technology, today announced MINI JAMBOX™, a new addition to its best-selling JAMBOX® 

family of Bluetooth® speakers. MINI JAMBOX goes everywhere to add remarkable sound to every 

occasion. It lets you enjoy and share all of your content – movies, TV shows, games, music and calls – 

out loud from your phone or the cloud at any moment, completing all of your entertainment 

experiences with great wireless audio. 

 

“At Jawbone, we believe in creating products that make daily experiences better – that’s why we 

created MINI JAMBOX,” said Travis Bogard, vice president of product management and strategy at 

Jawbone. “MINI JAMBOX goes with you literally everywhere and lets you take advantage of the 

spontaneous moments when you want to enjoy or share your entertainment, like streaming from Spotify 

on a road trip, showing friends a trending Vine clip at a party, or calling your family via Skype while 

honeymooning in Europe. Since you already watch and listen to most of your content on your phone or 

tablet, the best speaker is going to be the one that’s always with you. With MINI JAMBOX, you’ll have 

great-sounding audio wherever you are.” 

 

Sophisticated Unibody Design 

 

MINI JAMBOX is crafted from a single piece of extruded aluminum that makes up both the framework 

and the face of the speaker, simultaneously producing its audio and its iconic industrial design. Inside 

the aluminum encasement, a rigid, airtight enclosure creates a maximally efficient acoustic cavity for 

producing sound. Outside, the precisely sculpted aluminum exterior exudes an innovative blend of high 

tech and high design. 

 

“Jawbone’s rich history of expertise in design, technology, hardware and software has allowed us to 

deliver a speaker that’s smaller, lighter and louder than ever before,” said Yves Behar, chief creative 

officer for Jawbone. “Its unibody aluminum chassis is a complete redesign of our iconic JAMBOX and 

our most avant-garde speaker design yet, allowing us to pack even more sound and technology into a 

significantly smaller and more portable package.”  

 

Inside its compact nine-ounce package, an airtight enclosure features two neodymium drivers and a 

passive bass radiator to produce the highest-quality sound for its size. Using advanced digital signal 

processing technology, MINI JAMBOX is optimized to play all types of audio content and all genres of 

music with the fullest sound possible – movies, games, voice, and music from hip hop to classical. A 

built-in, rechargeable lithium-ion battery delivers up to 10 hours of continuous playback and 75 hours of 

standby time on a single charge.   

https://jawbone.com/
https://jawbone.com/speakers/minijambox


Powered by Software 

 

MINI JAMBOX comes with a free Jawbone application for iOS and Android that lets you customize MINI 

JAMBOX and curate the playlists you love right from your smartphone or mobile device (playlist 

services currently available on iOS only; coming soon to Android). Simply add your iTunes, Rdio, and 

Spotify music libraries to the Jawbone app to access all your favorite playlists in one place, and 

seamlessly switch back and forth between services with the swipe of a finger. 

 

The new Jawbone app also lets you personalize the name of your MINI JAMBOX and quickly demo the 11 

voices and 8 language options for the voice prompts on your speaker. Customize the Talk button on 

MINI JAMBOX via the Jawbone app to initiate a variety of different functions, like activating Siri or 

automatically dialing your favorite contact. Because MINI JAMBOX is equipped with a high-quality 

Type-1 compliant speakerphone, you can enjoy and share crystal-clear calls or video conferences out 

loud from any location.  

 

MINI JAMBOX can also be updated with LiveAudio™ – Jawbone’s immersive, three-dimensional listening 

experience – directly from Jawbone.com. Turn it on to experience movies and games as if you’re right in 

the middle of the action. And, as other features and services are released for the updateable 

SmartSpeaker™, MINI JAMBOX will become even better over time. 

 

Pricing & Availability 

 

MINI JAMBOX is priced at $179.99 and comes in nine eye-catching designs (Red Dot, Silver Dot, 

Graphite Facet, Blue Diamond, Aqua Scales, Purple Snowflake, Yellow Dot, Orange Dot, and Green Dot). 

It is available for pre-order beginning today at Jawbone.com and at major retailers nationwide and 

online later this month.  

 

The Jawbone app (for iOS and Android) is available today as a free download from the App Store and 

on Google Play™. Streaming and playlist services, currently available on the Jawbone app for iOS, are 

compatible with all Jawbone speakers and third-party audio devices. Streaming and playlist services on 

the Jawbone app for Android will be available soon. Customization tools on the Jawbone app are 

exclusive to MINI JAMBOX. 

 

About Jawbone 

For more than a decade, Jawbone® has developed human-centered wearable technology and audio 

devices that solve everyday problems and help us live better. A 2010 IDSA Design of the Decade winner, 

the company is the creator of the best-selling JAMBOX® and BIG JAMBOX® wireless speakers, the 

award-winning Jawbone ERA® and ICON™ Bluetooth® headsets, and NoiseAssassin® technology. 

Jawbone’s approach to lifestyle tracking is unique, with over 240 patents filed related to UP® and its 

https://jawbone.com/


wearable technology manufacturing processes. Jawbone is privately held and headquartered in San 

Francisco. 

 

Jawbone®, UP®, JAMBOX®, BIG JAMBOX®, MINI JAMBOX™, Jawbone ERA®, ICON™ and NoiseAssassin® 

are trademarks owned by AliphCom dba Jawbone.  Other company and product names may be 

trademarks of their respective owners. 
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